
Topic: "garbage in waters"  
An educational project of the marine conservation organization Project Blue Sea eV in cooperation with the 
Federal Environmental Agency (UBA). The project is realized with funding of the Federal Environmental 
Agency (UBA) 

The theme is made understandable in the way of a storybook for children aged 6-10 years. For this age group, 
there is hardly any materials on this topic. The book will be given to children free of charge. The distribution 
will be realized through schools, NGOs and the UBA. Accompanying an information brochure for adults, 
teachers and group leaders will be created. Also a "suitcase" with materials (posters, real materials, proposals 
for games, DVD etc.) will be provided. 

 

Children's book: (tentative title)  

Garbage alarm in the sea  
Pool Intelligent Water Inspector PIWI 3.14 is on its way  

The pool-cleaning robot PIWI keeps his pool always clean and spotless and is satisfied. But the cat Wilma 
destroys his idyll by telling him that it does not look that clean on the creek nearby. Both set out on their way 
to clean up the creek. But then the journey continues, as the creek flows into the river, and the river into the 
sea and everywhere PIWI find waste. On his way to the sea PIWI rescues animals and even will be 
kidnapped...... 

 

Along the stations of his way narratively is conveyed, how the different waste occur, how it is transported, 
which impact it has, and finally, what anyone can do about it.  

Most image pages have additional to the caption a text information part (Piwipedia), which provides child-
oriented background information. 

 

 

 

The book is printed as a hardcover on 32 illustrated pages in full color. First, it should appear German, but we 
strive for a translation into additional languages.  

The planned completion date is the end of February 2015 

 



 Idea and project management Angelika Heckhausen www.angelika-heckhausen.de 

Dipl Ing. (FH) of Engineering Physics, Marine 
conservationists focusing on micro plastic, 
puppet theater and fairy tale teller, freelance 
artist with exhibitions nationally and 
internationally, working primarily with 
plastic marine debris. 

 
Text and co-author Klaus Döring 

Award-winning script writer 
(“Goldener Spatz”, “Schlingel”) for  series 
such as “Maya the bee 3D”, “Simsalagrimm”, 
“Benjamin Blümchen” and the actual movie 
adaption of the novel "Rico, Oskar und die 
Tieferschatten" (by A. Steinhöfel). 

 

 
Illustration and Graphic Manfred Schaller www.ampte-schaller.de 

Dipl. graph. (FH), 
freelance artist and graphic designer, 
illustrator and muralist, exhibitions at home 
and abroad. 

 

 

http://www.angelika-heckhausen.de/
http://www.ampte-schaller.de/

